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Who~Seniors citizens 
What~Seniors learning how to use their smart phones

Where~Homes
When~anytime needed

Why~Too afraid to use their smartphone, afraid to break 
it



    
    Problem~

Senior citizens need help understanding their new smartphone (android).  



    
   We asked ourselves: how can we help people from the 20th century 

understand and learn to use smartphones?



Key insight statement~ to teach senior citizens  to use a smartphone 
(android)



    
    [Mini Elevator Pitch]

Does your grandmother have trouble using her new smartphone? My team, 
The Unbeatable’s, has developing a mobile app to help senior citizens work 
their android smart phones. We have noticed that most of the people who 
don’t buy a smartphone are usually elderly people, because they are afraid 

of this kind of technology. Most of the time their kids buy them a new 
phone so they can be caught up on technology. But then grandma has to 

figure it out on her own. We came up with an app design for your grandma 
that will explain step by step how to work the main apps of the phone, just 

by using voice directions.  For example, it will teach her how to text, by 
telling and showing the button she would press to create a text message 
that would also help her find and how to find a person she wants to text. 

So she could do it the same every time.   



What we've learned from our users is that they need help figuring out 
how to navigate through the phone/tablet how to take pictures use 
the phone how to text and how to use the internet.



    
 We have found no app that is like ours. We have found out that someone is 
working on an app like ours but only for apple products. We don’t know how 
ours is better because we don’t know anything about the other app that is 

being worked on. 



Our app’s core feature is helping the elderly people learn how to use their 
smart phones, mainly android phones.

Story: my grandpa was trying to work my ipod  and he needed help just how 
to touch the screen  so i went through  the steps our app would do and he 
got it and understood what to do 



    
[Flow of app & user feedback integrated]

Older people who don’t know how to use their smart phones. 
We have only gotten good feedback.









    
[Feasibility]

[Data, Content, and Technical feasibility]  
We will provide  our own data and content…we understand that it should be 

easy to make this app for the android.



    

None, they all said they could just go online and look it up, and that 
would be free so why pay when you could just go to the computer.

We just decided to have it be free……...



    
[Marketing Strategy]

Make posters, advertising the product. Or set it up on sites that include 
new apps to young people so that it will spread to the elderly. We could also 

put it on TV. possibly the “History channel”. 


